Gestational infection constitutes a risk factor for the occurrence of psychiatric disorders in the offspring. Activation of the maternal immune system (MIA) with subsequent impact on the development of the fetal brain is considered to form the neurobiological basis for aberrant neural wiring and the psychiatric manifestations later in offspring life. The examination of validated animal models constitutes a premier resource.
Introduction
Environmental conditions during early life, including the intra-uterine period, are becoming increasingly recognized as important modulatory stimuli significantly shaping the course of fetal development with long-lasting consequences for health and disease (Abbott et al., 2018; Bales et al., 2015; Vohr et al., 2017) . Mounting evidence from epidemiological analysis in people and experimental research in laboratory animals suggests a critical role of gestational infections for neural development with relevance for offspring behavior, cognition and mental wellbeing later in life (Meyer et al., 2008) . The infection of the pregnant female and the ensuing induction of maternal immune activation (MIA) with penetration into the placental and fetal compartments are considered as relevant pathomechanisms (see for review : Reisinger et al., 2015) . MIA mouse models have proven extremely useful in the quest to characterize the impact of MIA on offspring brain structure and function at the behavioral, cellular and molecular levels. The Polyinosinic:polycytidylic acid (Poly (I:C)) MIA model mimics viral infections during pregnancy and has been extensively used to investigate neurobehavioral abnormalities in the adult offspring and the respective neural underpinnings with relevance for several neuropsychiatric disorders, including autism, schizophrenia and depression (see for review : Meyer, 2014; Meyer and Feldon, 2009; Reisinger et al., 2015) . Pioneering work aiming at determining brain-wide morphological (Crum et al., 2017; da Silveira et al., 2017; Li et al., 2009; Piontkewitz et al., 2011; Richetto et al., 2017) and functional (Drazanova et al., 2018; Malkova et al., 2014) alterations in the offspring brain using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) in different variations of this model has been conducted in recent years.
However, no comprehensive assessment of the functional state of brain network activity and a concomitant evaluation of the brain´s anatomical integrity in adult Poly (I:C) offspring has been carried out so far. We therefore here employed state of the art multimodal MRI approaches, combining resting-state functional MRI (RS-fMRI), manganese-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging (MEMRI) with ex-vivo high-resolution brain morphometry and Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI) to systematically evaluate the consequences of gestational infection on adult offspring brain function and structure in a well-established MIA mouse model.
Materials and Methods

Animals
C57Bl6/N male and female mice (Charles River, Sulzfeld, Germany) were used for breeding. All animal experiments were conducted in agreement with the ARRIVE guidelines and the U.K. After timed mating (Khan et al., 2014) and confirmation of pregnancy (Hau and Skovgaard Jensen, 1987 ) dams were randomly assigned to either Polyinosinic:polycytidylic acid (Poly(I:C)) (Sigma Aldrich, Vienna, Austria) or 0.9% NaCl (control group, Saline) treatment. Poly(I:C) phosphate salt was dissolved in 0.9% physiological NaCl and 20 mg/kg of Poly(I:C) or 0.9% NaCl were applied intraperitoneal at 10 ml/ kg injection volume. Dosage regime and time point were chosen based upon previous studies demonstrating behavioral disturbances, including enhanced depression-like behavior in adult offspring after MIA on E12.5 (Khan et al., 2014; Malkova et al., 2012; in this strain. Offspring of Poly(I:C) and control (saline) injected dams were left undisturbed until weaning at 3 weeks of age. Upon weaning offspring were separated by sex and kept in cages with same-sex littermates until transfer to the imaging facility at 8-10 weeks of age.
Animals (Scientific Procedures
Act
Experimental design
Male adult offspring (1-3/ litter) of 8 Poly(I:C) and 8 saline treated dams were used for multimodal imaging analysis as depicted in the schematic representation of the experimental design ( Figure   1 ). The exact numbers of offspring per litter for the different experiments are given in Supplemental Table ST2 . Earlier studies from our group and other reports using the same Poly(I:C) MIA paradigm have provided evidence for relevant behavioral alterations with regards to emotion and cognition in both male and female Poly(I:C) animals (Berger et al., 2018; Khan et al., 2014; . The present experiment is based upon analyses in male animals only. Future replications and extensions of the herein obtained results in female subjects are desirable. A summary of all variables relevant to the Poly(I:C) MIA paradigm is reported in Supplemental Table ST1 .
MRI Data acquisition
Different MRI modalities for brain function (in-vivo) and morphology (ex-vivo) were acquired using a 9.4 T Bruker Biospec scanner (see Supplemental Methods for details).
In-vivo measurements:
Animals were anesthetized using isoflurane (5% for 7 min during induction of the anesthesia, 2-3% during mounting on the cradle) in air (2 l/min). During the following MRI acquisition the isoflurane concentration was kept between 0.8% to 1.2 % to guarantee a respiration rate around 100 beats per minute for the mouse (within a good physiological range and ensuring anesthesia depth low enough to ensure reliable measurements of functional connectivity).
Resting-state fMRI RS-fMRI data were acquired with a T2*-weighted single-shot gradient echo-based Echo Planar Imaging sequence (GE-EPI) covering 22 axial slices of the brain in 2 seconds (600 volumes, total time 10 minutes, TE ef =15 ms, TR=2000 ms, matrix 94x64, field of view (FOV) 15x15 mm, slice thickness 0.5 mm). The measured matrix was reconstructed by zero filling to final matrix of 128x128 pixels resulting in a final resolution of 117x117x500 µm. After the RS-fMRI measurement, an anatomical reference scan in the identical position and FOV was measured using Fast Low Angle Shot (FLASH) sequence (TE=3 ms, TR=260 ms, 4 averages, flip angle= 30 degree, total measurement time 3 min 18 sec) with a measured matrix of 139x192 and by zero filling reconstructed to 256x256 with a final resolution of 59x59x500 µm.
MEMRI
MEMRI was scanned 24 hours after intraperitoneal injection of 50mg/kg of MnCl 2 as previously described (Szulc et al., 2015) . A 3D T1 weighted FLASH sequence was scanned with TE=3.9 ms, TR=15 ms, flip angle=20 degrees, 4 averages, total scan time 21 min. FOV of 16x15x8 mm was used with measured matrix 200x188x100, which gave an isotropic resolution 80x80x80 µm.
Ex-vivo measurements
After perfusion with a contrast medium (Prohance®, see Supplemental Methods) high resolution anatomy of the dissected brain was scanned using a 3D T1 weighted FLASH sequence with TE=4.6 ms, TR=16.3 ms, flip-angle=20 degree, and 14 averages resulting in 4 h and 52 min scan time. FOV was 17x15x8 mm and matrix size 340x300x160 which resulted in an isotropic resolution of 50x50x50 µm. DTI (see Supplemental Methods for details) was measured in the same session using 3D EPI spin echo with 6 segments (TE=28.3 ms, TR=50 ms). Here, the FOV was 24x15x8 mm and the matrix 240x150x80 resulting in an isotropic resolution of 100x100x100 µm. Diffusion data were reconstructed and diffusion parameters were calculated using the Bruker Paravision software V6.0. For further diffusion analysis only fractional anisotropy (FA) as a surrogate marker reflecting the preferential orientation of myelin structures and trace-weighted images (TWI) were used.
Data analysis
MEMRI, Anatomy and DTI
After bias field correction (N4) and manual skull stripping separately for each measurement a minimum deformation template (MDT) was constructed (Badea et al., 2018; Kochunov et al., 2001) based on all animals of both groups using a symmetric diffeomorphic transformation implemented in ANTs (Advanced Normalization Tools, http://stnava.github.io/ANTs/, Avants et al., 2011) (Supplemental Methods). Subsequently all animals were registered to the corresponding MDT of each MRI measurement, i.e. anatomy, MEMRI, and DTI. Since FA and TWI were two image parameters of the same DTI measurement session, the transformation matrix calculated using TWI data was also used to register FA data (for quality validation of this registration approach see Supplemental Figure S2 and Supplemental Results). In order to assess the anatomical volume changes the individual deformation fields were encoded by their logarithmic Jacobian determinants (Friston et al., n.d.; Leow et al., 2007) with respect to the corresponding MDT. For MEMRI and DTI the relevant parameters are encoded in the respective grey value intensities. Consequently, their further analysis is based on the direct grey values.
If not stated otherwise, all subsequent analyses were performed with MagnAn (BioCom, Uttenreuth), an IDL application (Exelis Visual Information Solutions Inc., a subsidiary of Harris Corporation, Melbourne, FL, USA) designed for complex image processing and analysis with emphasis on MR imaging. Prior to analysis of signal changes in MEMRI, TWI and FA, data of each animal was smoothed using a 3D median filter (kernel size of 3) and normalized to its mean.
The registered and preprocessed animal data were subjected to two different analysis strategies, i.e. Regions of interests (ROI) and voxel / deformation based analysis. ROIs corresponding to distinct brain structures were defined using an in-house digital 3D mouse brain atlas with 211 brain structures according to Franklin and Paxinos (Franklin and Paxinos, 2008) . Supplemental Table   ST3 summarizes these brain structures, their abbreviations and their grouping into anatomical and functional groups. The atlas was semi-automatically registered (affine, 6 degrees of freedom) to each MDT. The average log Jacobian value (anatomy) and signal intensity (MEMRI, DTI) per brain region and animal was calculated and subjected to statistical group comparison.
Voxel based changes of log Jacobian values and signal intensities were assessed using a voxel wise t-test between Poly(I:C) and Saline group (homoscedastic, two-sided, significance level =0.05). The resulting t-map was cluster enhanced using threshold-free cluster enhancement (Smith and Nichols, 2009 ) with subsequent permutation testing to correct for multiple comparison (see Supplemental Methods). Finally, voxel based changes were visualized using Amira 5.4 (Visage Imaging) as 3D isosurfaces together with the transparent brain surface of the MDT and overlayed on their corresponding MDT anatomical images.
Resting-state (RS) fMRI
Standard preprocessing was performed including interslice time and motion correction using Brainvoyager QX 2.8 (Brain Innovation B.V. Maastricht, The Netherlands), spatial gaussian smoothing (FWHM 0.7 mm), low pass filtering at 0.1 Hz and regression of the global mean. Brain voxels were labeled individually for each animal as belonging to 211 brain structures based on digital 3D mouse brain atlas previously described (cf. Supplemental Table ST3 ). The analysis of functional connectivity was performed separately on each animal in its native space using the Multi Seed Region Approach (MSRA). As previously described (Kreitz et al., 2018) (cf. Supplemental Methods) the MSRA approach shows excellent spatial consistency with the standard ICA restingstate analysis but allows for high resolved brain structure specific graph theoretical analysis.
To obtain representative group correlation maps, the resulting individual asymmetric 211x211 correlation matrices of all subjects per group were averaged. These average correlation matrices were transformed into network graphs consisting of vertices (or nodes) and edges. Vertices represent the brain regions, whereas edges between pairs of brain regions indicate their functional connectivity. Since the topology of a network graph is strongly dependent on the number of represented connections, we used the frequently used density of 8%.
Significant connectivity differences between average group networks based on connectivity strength (i.e. correlation value r) per animal were determined using network based statistics (NBS) introduced according to an earlier report (Zalesky et al., 2010) . Here, the largest component of altered connections was determined using homoscedastic t-statistics at a significance level of =0.05 and controlled for the family wise error (FWE) using permutation testing with 1000 random permutations of animals between groups. This component of modulated connections is further on called NBS component.
Network communities were detected on unweighted density thresholded (8%) average networks per group using a heuristic method that is based on modularity optimization proposed by (Blondel et al., 2008) . Unweighted density thresholded networks per animal were characterized using the following graph theoretical measures: the global network measures normalized average shortest path length , normalized average clustering coefficient , small world index  (Watts and Strogatz, 1998 ) and the node specific parameters strength, degree, hub scores (HITS, Kleinberg, 1999) , clustering coefficient and average shortest path length (Sporns, 2013) 
(Supplemental Methods).
Network communities and hub identification were calculated using algorithms implemented in NWB [NWB Team (2006) . Network Workbench Tool. Indiana University, Northeastern University, and University of Michigan, http://nwb.slis.indiana.edu].
Networks were visualized in Amira 5.4 (Visage Imaging) using a force-based algorithm (Kamada and Kawai, 1989) .
Support Vector Machine (SVM)
In order to find the parameters and structures with the highest relevance for Poly(I:C) induced brain modulations out of all the significant changes found, we performed an SVM approach. Data used for SVM were the averages of significant different voxels per brain structure and animal for MEMRI, anatomy and DTI, and the node specific parameters strength, degree, hub score, clustering coefficient and average shortest path length of the NBS component nodes. Since animal numbers per measurement varied, SVM was computed separately for each parameter. For crossvalidated SVM computations, the sklearn library for Python (http://scikitlearn.org/stable/about.html) was used (Abraham et al., 2014 ) (Supplemental Methods).
Statistics
For group comparison of average ROI log Jacobian (Anatomy), average ROI signal intensity (MEMRI, DTI), and graph theoretical node measures (resting-state) two-factor ANOVA (treatment, brain structures) with interaction was performed. To test significant treatment effects post hoc
Tukey HSD was performed and additionally significant differences per brain structure were tested using a homoscedastic t-test (two sided, uncorrected significance level =0.05, FDR correction for multiple comparison with q=0.05). As degree and hub score are normalized to the same mean per animal, significant interaction is the relevant information for possible treatment induced brain modulation.
Results
MEMRI, Anatomy and DTI
The effect of MIA on offspring brain function (MEMRI), anatomy (log jacobian values derived from the deformation field of the diffeomorphic registration), and the diffusion parameters fiber structure (TWI and FA) were investigated by both ROI-and voxel-based analysis combining both animal cohorts. For data interpretation, increasing jacobian values mean higher deformation to match the template which indicates smaller brain areas in Poly(I:C); increasing TWI indicates more restricted (undirected) diffusion, decreasing FA equals less diffusion anisotropy, i.e. preferential orientation of myelin structures, and decreasing MEMRI-signal results from reduced incorporation of the Ca 2+
analogue Mn 2+ into the neuropil which correlates to lower neural activity of Poly(I:C) offspring with respect to controls.
ROI-Analysis
For ROI-Analysis, ANOVA revealed an effect of treatment only for MEMRI (Table 1) . Post-hoc Tukey HSD test of treatment effect showed significantly reduced MEMRI signal in the Poly(I:C) group (p<0.05). As expected, the factor brain structure showed a significant effect for all measurements, indicating a non-homogeneous distribution of measurement specific signals throughout the brain. Post-hoc tests for each brain structure revealed no statistically significant different structures for MEMRI after correction for multiple testing (FDR, q=0.05) . This is concordance with the fact, that no significant interaction was detected. However, 15 brain structures showed differences at the uncorrected p<0.05 level. Strongest decreases could be observed in substantia nigra, reticular thalamic nucleus, temporal association cortex, anterior insula and deep nuclei of the cerebellum, and strongest increase in area postrema (brainstem), ventromedial thalamus and ventral hippocampus in the Poly(I:C) as compared to the Saline group (Supplemental Figure S1 ).
Since ROI-Analysis averages all voxel per brain region, it is possible that significant differences in smaller sub-regions are obscured. Therefore, we additionally performed a voxel-based analysis.
Voxel based analysis
Voxel-wise t-tests revealed significant differences with most significant voxels for anatomy (log jacobian values) and TWI and the highest differences for FA. Comparing MIA to control offspring, the net difference for MEMRI was negative, indicating lower neural activity, but positive for anatomy indicating smaller brain regions as a result of maternal Poly(I:C) treatment (Table 2) .
To estimate the influence of the diffeomorphic registration we exemplary compared the results of the t-test for DTI-FA measurement with two different independent registration procedures:
1. Transformation matrix of the TWI registration was applied to the FA data.
2. FA data were registered to their own MDT template.
Since the MDT image contrasts of TWI and FA data vary, the resulting transformation matrix also differed. Nevertheless, the determined voxel groups with significant different intensity were similar (Supplemental Results, Supplemental Figure S2 ).
Structural modulations in brain anatomy of the of Poly(I:C) offspring manifested in size reduction (indicated by enhanced Jacobian values) in the olfactory bulb, thalamus, cerebellum and some cortical areas (especially in the sensorimotor system) and an enlargement of frontal association cortex, mid brain and limbic structures including the hippocampus and the amygdalae. General neural activity as measured by MEMRI revealed a decrease in areas belonging to the midbrain, the striatum, the hypothalamus and the amygdalae as well as several areas of the sensorimotor and association cortex, and an increase in brainstem, thalamus, hippocampus and limbic output areas.
Structural fiber integrity was assessed using the DTI parameters TWI (undirected diffusion) and FA (fractional anisotropy). Diffusion was enhanced largely in the thalamus, and no statistically significant restriction was observed ( Figure 2 ). However, FA was enhanced in several regions, most largely sensorimotor cortex and cerebellum, but also in olfactory bulb, thalamus and hippocampus. On the other hand, midbrain areas, amygdala and limbic output revealed significant FA reduction (Figure 2 ). While these structures did overlap with those found in the ROI analysissupporting the robustness of the results -they did not completely match due to the inherent, brain structure wide averaging of the ROI based analyses.
For white matter structures, an in-depth-analysis of the corpus callosum, implicated in the pathogenesis of mood and personality disorders (Chen et al., 2016; Ota et al., 2015; Sun et al., 2015) revealed nonsystematic anatomical differences leading to an effectively smaller corpus callosum in the Poly(I:C) group, a restricted undirected diffusion indicated by TWI and an enhanced fractional anisotropy (Supplemental Figure S3 ). These results were significant after correction for multiple comparison of the corpus callosum voxels and indicate that the corpus callosum -the dominant structure connecting the two hemispheres -was less well-formed in Poly(I:C) offspring.
Since the alterations in fiber integrity found may specifically influence functional connectivity, we next focused on resting-state analysis in order to detect even smallest modulations in brain-wide network functions (Kreitz et al., 2018) .
Resting-state networks
Small world index
In general, the resting-state network topology as indicated by clustering coefficient, average shortest path length, both normalized to random networks, and small world index was not altered due to MIA (Supplemental Figure S4) . Thus, the overall efficacy of information flow within the resting-state network was unaffected. However, analysis of node specific community association and connectivity strength revealed significant differences between Poly(I:C) and control offspring.
Communities
Overall, resting-state networks were organized in similar communities for both groups (Figure 3 ).
Focusing on the control group, these communities can be characterized as follows:
(1) emotion/cognitive control: medial limbic structures (septum, diagonal band), anterior amygdala and basal ganglia together with cortical structures involved in emotional processing (insula, piriform cortex) and frontal association cortex (grey area "a" in Figure 3B As depicted in Figure 3 , the resting-state community structure of the Poly(I:C) offspring showed some notable differences:
i. Community 1, which combines emotion related limbic and cortical structures with the frontal association cortex involved cognitive control, dissolved. The frontal association structures weakened their connectivity to other brain structures and formed a separate community (1a in Figure 3B ).
ii. Connections between amygdala, lateral and medial thalamus in community 2 (grey area "a" in Figure 3B ) and the emotion related structures of community 1 were strengthened and therefore combined in one community (grey area "2a" in community 1 in Figure 3B right) iii. Thalamic structures strengthened their connectivity within each other and with dorsomedial and posterior hypothalamus (grey area "3a" in community 2 in Figure 3B right) iv. The anterior dorsal hippocampus, which was assigned together with the dorsal thalamus to community 3 in the saline group, tightened its connectivity to the sensorimotor and associative cortical structures of community 4 in Poly(I:C) offspring.
These changes in community structure strongly suggest a weakening in cortico-limbic connectivity for the Poly(I:C) group. On the other hand, the dorsal hippocampus, was stronger involved in cortical circuits in MIA offspring than in controls.
Network based statistics
NBS, i.e. significant network differences, revealed highly significant connectivity differences between animals with Poly(I:C) MIA and control animals (significance level for single connections =0.05, component significance p=0.048).
Significant increases in connectivity strength could be found mainly in limbic circuits (amygdala, habenulae/septum, ventral hippocampus, basal ganglia, and hypothalamus), between dorsal hippocampus and posterior association cortex as well as visual/auditory cortex and somatosensory cortex ( Figure 4A, B) . However, the thalamic connections, especially to the cortex, and somatosensory to cerebellum were significantly weakened in MIA offspring. Interestingly, the connectivity within structures of the brainstem (e.g. Sol l and AP l) was enhanced whereas connections between brainstem and other parts of the brain (e. g. thalamus and cortex) showed decreased connectivity strength ( Figure 4A , B).
Human resting-state studies describe several distinct but overlapping networks with different functional properties in brain connectivity (Raichle, 2011) . Well-established networks are the default mode network (DMN), the saliency network (SAL), and the sensorimotor network (SM). These networks are also described for rodents (Becerra et al., 2017) . In rodents, the DMN can be divided in an anterior (aDMN) and a posterior (pDMN) part (Sierakowiak et al., 2015) . Figure 4A depicts these RS networks overlaid over the significantly modulated connectivity component.
Poly(I:C) offspring manifested modulated connectivity in SAL, SM, aDMN and pDMN. In all networks there were as well increased as decreased connections, with more increasing ones in SAL and more decreasing connections in SM and aDMN.
Inspired by the structural modulations of the corpus callosum (anatomical size, TWI and FA) in MIA offspring, we next focused on changes in connectivity strength between hemispheres of bilateral structures within the above-described NBS component ( Figure 4C ). Most interhemispheric connections were decreased, but some, especially limbic and brainstem increased in connectivity strength. As demonstrated in Figure 4D , the amount (including direction) of alterations in the connectivity strength (measured as weight difference of the respective network vertex between both groups, r) was dependent on the anatomical distance between bilateral pairs of structures:
anatomically closer bilateral structures such as the brainstem tended to enhance their connections whereas areas separated by longer distances, eg. somatosensory cortices showed decreased connectivity strength in MIA offspring. Interestingly, the ventral hippocampus was an exception:
despite a long distance between right and left, the interhemispheric connectivity of this structure was enhanced (cf. dark green circle Figure 4D ).
Node parameters
Additionally, we calculated node specific parameters for the individual density thresholded (8%) unweighted resting-state networks, i.e. strength, degree, clustering coefficient, average shortest path length and hub score (Supplemental Figure S5A) . Results of two-way ANOVA with interactions are given in Table 3 . In analogy to the structural measurements of DTI and anatomy the factor brain structure showed significant effects for all parameters indicating non-homogenous distribution of node properties throughout the network. A treatment effect was observed in the strength and the average shortest path length per node. Post-hoc Tukey HSD for treatment effect revealed overall significantly lower strength and longer path length due to maternal Poly(I:C) treatment (p<0.05, data not shown). Since degree and hit hub score were mean normalized for both networks, the ANOVA factor treatment was considered irrelevant. The important information is derived from the interaction between factors. Significant interaction indicates a treatment dependent shift of parameter values between network nodes; no significant interactions were found. Therefore, degree, clustering coefficient and hub score did not account for group differences in RS of Poly(I:C) offspring and control animals. Post-hoc tests on strength and average shortest path length did not reveal significant different structures after correction for multiple comparisons (FDR, q=0.05). However, at sub-threshold level (p<0.05, uncorrected) we observed 6 and 11 different structures, respectively (Supplemental Figure S5B) . Strength was reduced in the dorsolateral thalamus and structures of the primary somatosensory cortex, but enhanced in the limbic circuit structures BNST and nucleus accumbens. Path length in MIA offspring was especially enhanced in structures of the brain stem (medulla), thalamus and primary somatosensory cortex indicating enhanced segregation of these brain areas. On the other hand, limbic structures (amSLE and BNST) and the corpora mamillaria showed a shortened path length.
Again, these findings point towards higher segregation of cortical-limbic functional connectivity due to MIA.
Support vector machines (SVM)
In order to disentangle which of the parameters and brain structures analyzed were most relevant to separate the two experimental groups we performed a supervised binary machine learning analysis by support vector machines (SVM). Due to the different animal numbers for the individual MRI readouts we performed a SVM separately for each parameter. We used only the significant different voxels per brain structure respective the nodes of the significant NBS component in RS.
Based on the resulting SVM prediction (cross correlation score of the scikit-learn library) the most relevant parameters were anatomy, RS strength, RS Degree and FA (prediction > 80%) followed by TWI, MEMRI and RS shortest path length (prediction > 70%) (cf. Table 4 ). In more detail, for each of the parameters a vector was obtained from the SVM that contained the relative importance for group separation per brain structure. The accumulated separation vector for the six relevant parameters (prediction > 70%) anatomy, RS strength FA, TWI, MEMRI and RS shortest path length is depicted in Figure 5A . Structures were defined as most relevant for group separation if their cumulative importance is higher than the mean + standard deviation over all brain structures.
These structures belong to sensory midbrain, thalamus, association (parietal and cingulate) and rhinale cortex, the limbic system (ventral hippocampus and amygdala), striatum and cerebellum.
( Figure 5B ). Figure 6 summarizes the effect of MIA on offspring brain structures for the most important parameters revealed by the SVM (>70% prediction) and ANOVA analysis (significant treatment effect). Individual brain structures were combined to functional groups and their relative difference to the control group (ΔR/R) is encoded in the blob size. Here, main findings regard the cortex, hippocampus, thalamus and limbic system. The cortex of MIA offspring was smaller, had less neural activity, and showed reduced strength and enhanced segregation in functional connectivity.
On the other hand, the hippocampus was larger, had more neural activity, and the dorsal hippocampus showed enhanced fractional anisotropy indicating a stronger directionality in fiber structure. The thalamus was smaller, but did not show significant overall changes in neural activity in MIA offspring. Although the structural fiber directionality was enhanced, thalamic functional connectivity was reduced in strength and more segregated from other parts of the brain. Structures of the limbic system, especially the amygdala, showed reduced neural activity, but no change in size. Additionally, limbic structures such as septum and diagonal band enhanced their functional connectivity strength and reduced their shortest path length indicating higher functional integration of other brain structures within the limbic circuits.
Discussion
The present study implemented a comprehensive multimodal MR-based imaging approach for the integrated evaluation of the structural and functional brain states of adult MIA offspring. Using the well-established paradigm of Poly(I:C)-induced MIA, we demonstrate that intrauterine immune activation has long-lasting neurodevelopmental consequences with relevance for brain structure and function, complementing existing reports of structural brain imaging analysis in MIA animal models and establishing a translational bridge to functional imaging studies in human patients in the psychiatric setting.
MEMRI-based neural activity mapping revealed an impact of MIA on general integral neural activity with specifically prominent decreases in cortical regions, suggesting that maternal Poly(I:C) treatment induced long-lasting alterations in offspring "house keeping" brain activity.
Regarding basic anatomy in these mice of 13 weeks of age, we found size reductions, which were most prominent in the olfactory bulb, thalamus, cerebellum and some cortical areas and observed increased volumes in other cortical regions (mainly belonging to the frontal association cortex) together with subcortical structures of the limbic system (including the hippocampus and the amygdalae) in MIA offspring. These parallel regional decreases and increases in brain size level out overall volume changes, which is in good agreement with other publications (Crum et al., 2017; Richetto et al., 2017) , and evidences more structure specific geometrical, surface changes in Poly(I:C) as compared to control offspring. Notably, we revealed that the corpus callosum in the MIA progeny was significantly smaller in anatomical size than in the respective saline controls.
This finding was further substantiated in our analysis of myelin/fiber structure evidencing augmented undirected diffusion fractional anisotropy in the Poly(I:C) offspring corpus callosum, nicely complementing a recent demonstration of white matter abnormalities and disturbed myelinrelated functions at the level of DNA methylation as a result of maternal Poly(I:C) treatment (Richetto et al., 2017) . Importantly, the subsequent resting-state MRI experiment demonstrated functional consequences of the observed structural modulation of the corpus callosum reflected in an impairment of functional connectivity between hemispheres in MIA offspring. The herein observed macrostructural changes in the MIA corpus callosum are in line with previous descriptions of altered myelination in Poly(I:C) offspring, including evidence for demyelination (Wood et al., 2016) and aberrant expression of myelin stability genes (Richetto et al., 2017) . Future efforts will be directed against the examination of the MIA corpus callosum at the cellular and molecular levels and to integrate histological and MRI findings.
Dysfunctional interhemispheric connections in Poly(I:C) mice are noteworthy in light of a series of reports demonstrating dysfunctional resting-state interhemispheric functional connectivity associated with both depressed and schizophrenic pathologies with variations in the specific alterations reported (Guo et al., 2014 (Guo et al., , 2013 Lai and Wu 2014; Lang et al., 2016) .
This insight obtained from the fMRI-based evaluation of the resting-state network in MIA offspring gains further specificity as the overall effectiveness of information flow in Poly(I:C) mice was intact, as indicated by the absence of differences in global network parameters and comparable hub functionality between groups. Apart of the disrupted interhemispheric connectivity the second most relevant finding of the fMRI analysis was the remarkable weakening in cortical-limbic connectivity circuits in Poly(I:C) offspring with a striking disconnection of the frontal cortex. This finding is noteworthy in light of the well-documented alterations in the cortical-limbic emotion-regulating circuitry in patients suffering from mood disorders with hyperactivation in regions of the limbic system, (eg. Anand et al., 2005; Drevets et al., 2002; Ketter et al., 2001; Sheline et al., 2001; Siegle et al., 2002) and hypoactivity in cortical regions (eg. Drevets et al., 1997; Mayberg et al., 1999 , Ketter et al., 2001 Mayberg et al., 1999) . Several of the limbic and cortical areas found to be involved in the dysfunctional cortico-limbic connectivity in human patients were also identified in the current study in Poly(I:C) offspring, in which augmented depression-like behavior has been previously reported (Khan et al., 2014; . The observed decreased connectivity strength between areas of the thalamus and the cortex may relate to the behavioral disturbances associated with a schizophrenia-like phenotype in Poly(I:C) mice (Labouesse et al., 2015; Meyer and Feldon, 2012) , since thalamo-cortical dysfunctions in resting-state activity have been also found in schizophrenic patients (Han et al., 2017 ).
Here we found hyperconnectivity within limbic circuits in Poly(I:C) offspring which may be considered a result of deficient top-down inhibition by cortical areas resulting from aberrant corticolimbic connectivity which is also highly impacted in developmental psychiatric diseases in both bottom-up and top-down processes. Additionally one could speculate that these rearrangements within evolutionary ancient brain regions are the product of compensatory mechanisms in response to the structural and functional impairments within areas of the evolutionary newer cerebral cortex.
A recent study provided rsfMRI and DTI data sets on MIA rat offspring, which are complementary to the present results. Missault et al (Missault et al., 2019) tested 5 seed regions in the DMN and report hypersynchronicity for the temporal association cortex and the parietal association cortex in MIA as compared to control offspring, specifically in the progeny of dams who lost weight in response to Poly(I:C) administration. Interestingly, although we here used a multi seed region approach for whole brain network analysis and despite the fact that our MIA protocol importantly differs from the one used in the rat study, we do also find significantly enhanced connectivity in the temporal association cortex in MIA offspring. These paralleling observations suggest the response in the temporal association cortex as conserved feature in Poly(I:C) offspring, spanning different species, MIA paradigms and fMRI approaches. On the other hand, several important distinctions between the study by Missault et al and the present study are apparent, including the DTI examination where here, in contrast to Missault et al (Missault et al., 2019) we did not observe significant differences in the ROI analysis. However, , analytical methods (specifically smoothing and registration) used are different which may account for the divergent results.
It has to be noted that the coordinated spontaneous activity in the fMRI signal determined as "resting-state" activity is strongly conserved among different species, including rodents and humans, and remains detectable and largely stable under different stages of consciousness, including anesthesia (see for review: (Gorges, M. et al., 2017) . Albeit the fact that aberrant functional integration of resting-state brain networks has been repeatedly described in several mental illnesses in human patients (van den Heuvel, M.P. et al., 2013 ) the examination of restingstate functional connectivity in animal models of neuropsychiatric disorders still constitutes a relatively unexplored tool (except eg. Guadagno et al., 2018; Johnson et al., 2018; McGirr et al., 2017) .
As no animal model can recapitulate all features of a given human conditions, not all observations in the animal model are also part of the pathology present in people. As such, also not every aberration we found in the Poly(I:C) offspring in terms of brain structure and function also has a correlate in relevant psychiatric patient populations. For example, the augmented connectivity within areas of the brainstem and the decreased connectivity strength from the brainstem to other areas of the brain, such as the cortex, is not typically documented in the psychiatric disorders associated with the behavioral phenotype of MIA offspring, as some of the observed volumetric enlargements of some cortical and subcortical areas.
It needs to be pointed out that we here focussed exclusively on the "end-point" of the effects of MIA on brain structure and function in the adult offspring. Adult offspring were analysed here as a first step to relate the animal data to information obtained from imaging analysis in psychiatric patients which are mainly conducted in adults. However, earlier work demonstrates age-dependent differences in brain morphology (e.g. Crum, W.R. et al., 2017) , neural activity (e.g. Hadar et al., 2015; Thion et al., 2019) and molecular changes (Richetto et al., 2014) in the MIA progeny.
Against this background it will be interesting and relevant to extend the current data set by applying a longitudinal approach including several developmental time points in future studies.
Acknowledging the limitations of the present study one is confronted with the technical nature of the (f)MRI approach itself, including the given spatial and temporal restrictions of resolution, the relatively low signal-to-noise as well as the indirect nature of the hemodynamic signal. For the current study, the rather small sample size in the (f)MRI analysis may be considered a liability hampering the SVM accuracy and rendering some results not significant after multiple comparison correction. To compensate the small sample size in the SVM approach, we explicitly used a repeated fold cross-validation method to calculate the accuracy. This method enhances the reliability of the results. Moreover, the current study is solely based upon the examination of male offspring. The complementary exploration of female animals in future studies is highly recommended in order to address "sex as biological variable" (https://orwh.od.nih.gov/sexgender/nih-policy-sex-biological-variable).
The consistency of the present findings with previous reports in animal models of gestational infection and the impressive parallels to studies in psychiatric patients add further credibility and confidence in the present data set, firstly revealing the consequences of gestational infection on adult neural activity patterns with a demonstration of altered interhemispheric and impaired corticolimbic connectivity in MIA offspring. Advanced tracing as well as optogenetic experiments may build upon these findings to further interrogate the neural circuitry with cellular and molecular resolution and advance our understanding from association to causality.
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